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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION
rOREWORD
This final report has been prepared for the Chemical
Research Protects Office at Antes Research Center of
NASA, Moffett Field, California,under Contract
No. NAS2-10515.
This report consists of documentation for the work
performed under the three contract -tasks in support
of the Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Reduction
(SAFER) Advisory Contiaittee Technical Group on
Compartment Interior Materials.
I. AIRCRAFT INTERIOR MATERIALS LIBRARY
PRESENTATION
II. DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF MATERIAL
PARAMETERS
III. DESCRIPTION AND EXAMPLE OUTPUT OF
AIRCRAFT INTERIOR MATERIALS LIBRARY
IV. LISTING OF ALL MATERIALS AND THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS DATA CURRENTLY INCLUDED
IN LIBRARY




The primary goal of ECON's work under this contract for the
Chemical Research Projects Office at NASA-Ames was to support
the Special Aviation Fire and Explosion Reduction (SAFER)
Advisory Cminittee Technical Group on Compartment Interior
Materials by constructing a data base of selected materials
that are currently or can potentially be used in aircraft
seats and wall panels. An overview of the materials library
has been presented by Mr. John Skratt, Vice-President of ECON,
Inc., to members of the SAFER COMMITTEE. That presentation is
included as the first section of this report.
As part of this contract ECON collected information regarding
the specific material attributes and associated test proce-
dures relating to aircraft fire performance safety from
various SAFER Sub-Committee members. The second section of
this report presents the resultant list and description of
attributes for materials used in both aircraft seats and
aircraft wall panels.
Based upon the recommendations of SAFER, ECON's screening
model, recently developed in a demonstration version for NASA-
Amc>s, was expanded to include a greater number of aircraft
parts and was modified to acconunodate more than 60 materials
attributes for each material. The later modification was done
to accoi nnodate many of the material attributes that are required
as input to the Composite Material Comparative Costs (CMCC)
model. Tile materials library and the CMCC model can be utilized
in conjunction with each other, providing that the scenarios
being run use compatible data.
1.
An example of -the output from the materials librry model is
included as the third section of this report. The model was
used to examine the inconsistencies between test data ge,"mra-
tion, including the number and kinds of tests run and the
materials for which insufficient data is available.
2
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I. AIRCRAFT INTERIOR MATERIALS LIBRARY PRESENTATION
The following section is a copy of the briefing
charts used to present the concepts of the Air-
craft Interior Materials Library to various
members of the SAFER Sub-Conran ttee on Materials/
Polymers. These charts were developed to intro-
duce an initial version of this library construc-
ted to includeude a select set of materials for
aircraft interior seats and wall panels. This
version of the library progralii was developed
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	 DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF MATERIAL. PARAMETERS
A list of material attributes has been collected
from p',rsons reconrnended by members of the SAFER
Advisory Conunittee Technical Group and is included
as Section II of this report. These attributes
represent the parameters or performance values of a
specific material by which the material can be
assessed in terms of its contribution to an air-
craft fire scenario and applicability to a parti-
cular component. The attributes included on the
list vary as a function of the component the
material is utilized for because of the different
performance criteria of the different components.
A description or explanation of the attribute is
also provided. Each of these attributes has been




DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION OF PARAMETERS UTILIZED IN






BEMA ,SID F I BE CHARACTERISTICS
IGNITION RESISTANCE ASTM D-2£359;
	
"pill" is ignited and burn
distance from "pill" is measured
TIME TO IGNITION (SEC) The time in seconds until the sample
ignites at a 3.5 W/M2 heat flux
LOI Limiting oxygen Index; ASTM D-2363;
percent oxygen required for ignition
FLAME RESISTANCE Far 23.853 (a) Appendix F; 60 sec.
vertical flame exposure to measure burn
length, ignition time, self-extinguishing
time and whether there is any drip from
the sample; specimen thickness — .040
.005 in.
FLAME SPREAD (MM/S) AT 5 W/CM2 Flame travel rate at the heat source
specified.	 The flame spread is measured
in millimeters per second
PYRO TEMP AT 1st FLASH (C) This data entry provides the sample
pyrolysis temperature in degrees Centi-
grade at the moment the flame flash
occurs
HEAT RELEASE RATE (Q) Heat release rate usually expressed in
W/CM2 at heat flux rate specified
TOTAL HEAT RELEASE Total heat release usually expressed in
(A HEAT) W sec/cm 2 at heat flux rate specified
x
17




	 ASTM D 648, Method of test for deflec-
tion temperature of plastics under
load; 264 psi and 1820 kPa load measure-
ments
THERMAL STABILITY (TGA)
	 Thermogravemetric analysis at heating
rate of 200
 C/Min in air; QC
CHAR YIELD (% WT REMAINING)
	 Percent of material (char) remaining
at 8000C
SMOKE DENSITY -Ds FAA-NPRM-SMOKE Standard Docket
No.	 9611, Notice 73-5, Feb.	 1975,
Appendix F (1); measures flaming
condition, smoke density at 6 min.
for specimen thickness of .040 +
.005 in
TIME TO 1st SMOKE (MIN) The time in minutes until the specimen
first emits smoke during testing
TIME TO INCAPACITATION (MIN) The time for the start of the test
until it appears that all laboratory
animals in the test cannot function
as a result of the toxic fumes
released from the material being tested
TIME TO DEATH (MIN) The time in minutes until all labora-
tory animals have died as a result of
the toxic fumes from the specimen
ALC (50) Apparent lethal concentration of toxic
substances producing 50% incidence of
death among laboratory animals during
test at 700 0C; MG/liter
CO CONCENTRATION Carbon monoxide concentration at heat






P18RACTERI ST I CS
DENSITY (G/M 2
 or G/M 3 )	 ASTM D-1664; the density of the
material expressed either as gams
per square meter or as grams per
cubic meter, in the case of materials
such as foams
HARDNESS
FTMS 191, Method 5041
The weight of the sample utilized
in the tests, expressed in units
of grains
FTMS 406, Method 5011
FTMS 406, Method 7031
N water absorbed after 24 hours at
23°C







FLEXURAL STRENGTH FTMS 406, Method 1031, in 10 3 psi
FLEXURAL MODULUS FTMS 406, Method 1031, in 10 6 psi
MOD OF ELASTICITY FTMS 406, Method 1031, in psi
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH FTMS 406, Method 1031, in 10 3 psi
COMPRESSION
	
ASTM 1564, % of compression
INDENTATION/DEFLECTION	 ASTM, Method A, in CM
TENSILE STRENGTH
	
FTMS 406, Method 1011
Number of kilograms required to reach
limit of material's tensile strength,
in 10 3 psi
ELONGATION
	
FTMS 406, Method 1011, Speed C
& of original length which sample
stretches under load at break
IMPACT
	
FTMS 406, Method 1071








	 ASTM 1175 duck abrader; number of
cycles which abrader completes before
material Is torn
TEAR	 FTMS 191, Method 5132; amount of
pressure needed to produce tear, in KG
COLORFASTNESS	 FTMS 191, Method 5060; use of ultra-
violet Fade-O-Meter, in hours
SOIL AND CLEANER RESISTANCE
	 Excellent, good, fair or poor




The amount of pull necessary to separate
one layer from another in a panel, in
centfin ter kilograms
PROCESS,...CBCT R I TICS
AVAILABILITY OF COLORS	 A $ 'yes" or "no" indicating availability
of a wi de range of colors
RAW MATERIAL COST
	
Cost of raw material in $/LB
EST. FABRICATION COSTS	 Estimated costs to fabricate one unit,
in $




111. DESCRIPTION AND EXAMPLE OUTPUT OF AIRCRAFT
INTERIOR MATERIALS LIBRARY
The following section includes an example
interactive computer session utilizing the
Aircraft Interior Materials Library, An
explanation accompanies the example session.
The library is capable of handling data for
many different aircraft interior parts. At
this time the library contains information
on selected materials applicable to aircraft
seats and wall panels. This includes
materials for the following:
• panel face sheet
• panel bond ply
• panel honeycomb
• panel foam
• panel decorative film system
• seat cushion
• seat adhesive
• seat cushion reinforcement
•seat fire blocking layer
• seat slip cover
• seat decorative fabric
• seat thermoplastics
The library system was developed and is




AIRCRAFT INTERIOR MATERIALS LIBRARY
INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SESSION
The following describes to the reader each of the steps taken in the
example session of the user-interactive Aircraft Interior Materials
Library. User responses to program questions are underlined in the
example to facilitate the reader's understanding. In ,addition, user
responses are all followed by a carriage return symbolized in this
example by an arrow ( p ).
To initiate execution of the model the user types
the program titles and credits have been printed,
the aircraft interior parts for which data can be
is requested to specify the part he warts to anal;
the number which corresponds to that part.
LIBRARY p . After
the program lists
stored. The user
Vzze by keying in
SPECIFY PART NUMBER FOR ANALYSIS: ?	 5
When the user specifies part number 5 	 decorative wall panels (for
which data is stored), the library program indicates it is loading
into its work space the data base of panel material characteristics.
READ DATA BASE OF PANEL MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS.
SCDAK***.FAA•PANELMAT COPIED AS SCDAK***•TEMP•D•
The program now implements a subroutine specific to this past. There
area two basic assemblies or sub -parts for wall panels, a sandwich made
yap of a core structure with bond plies, facesheets, adhesives and
possibly foam, and a film system made up of protective and substrate
films with inks and adhesives. For this version of the screening
model, decorative panels can utilize one of four sandwich configura-
tions. These options, along with their corresponding numbers, are
,printed and the user is asked to select the appropriate configuration:
22






SPECIFY SANDWICH CONFIGURATION FOR ANALYSIS: ? 1
The user response of "1" indicates that an epoxy sandwich configuration
has been specified. This ensures that all potential components of the
sandwich panel will be compatible with epoxy face sheets and bondplies.
At this point the user is shown a list of the potential decorative
Loermoplastic film configurations that may be combined with the sand-
wich configuration already selected. He is requested to specify one
of the films as follows:
DECORATIVE THERMOPLASTIC FILM CONFIGURATIONS FOR WALL PANELS
NO PROTECTIVE FILM	 INK	 SUBSTRATE FILM
1	 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR
	
ACRYLIC	 WHITE PVF TEDLAR
B	 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR	 ACRYLIC	 FM-PVF FLAM MOD TEDLAR
3	 CLEAR PVF2 FLUOREX H	 ACRYLIC
	
WHITE PVF2 FLUOREX H
N	 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR	 ACRYLIC	 WHITE PC
5	 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR
	
ACRYLIC	 CLEAR POLYETHERSULFONE
SPECIFY THERMOPLASTIC FILM CONFIGURATION FOR ANALYSIS: ? 1
In this instance, the user response of "1" designates that the decora-




The user is then asked if he wants a list of the material generic and
trade names that can be used in the specified sandwich and film con-
Figurations.




The "yes" response generates the list of generic and trade names
with the associated, unique material code categorized by the appro-
priate elements in the decorative panel. The decorative panel may
be comprised of up to eight sub-ports or elements. Figure 1 displays
the organization of a hypothetical system for a decorative panel that









Figure 1 - MATERIAL ELEMENTS IN AN AIRCRAFT PANEL
24
As can be seen in Figure 1 on the preceding page, some elements may
appear more than one time in the panel system. The configurations
specified in the example computer session that follows utilize only
six of the eight potential elements.
The user is then requested to specify whether he wants a list of the
characteristics data for any of the materials named.
PRINT LIBRARY OF MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA? {YES OR NO}? YES
When a "yes" response is made, as in the example, the user 1s asked to
specify the particular materials the library of characteristics data is
to be printed for. The materials are named using 4-digit codes which
have been displayed in the library of material names.
SPECIFY MATERIAL CODES AS 4 DIGIT INTEGERS
{ZERO MILL TERMINATE REQUESTS}
MATERIAL CODE? 1000
MATERIAL CODE? etc
Only four material libraries can be displayed at one time due to the
requirement to restrict the report output to the size of an 8',,." width
page. Therefore, if the user wants to display data on six materials,
the first four will be specified and printed for one report and the
fifth and sixth specified and printed in a second report. The
example that follows illustrates this procedure. Data for material
coded 1000, 2000, 4010 and 6400 are printed in the first report, and
materials coded 7500 and 8400 in the second. The user indicates he
is finished with requests for material characteristics data by
entering at zero.
MATERIAL CODE? 0
The user's entry of "0" has indicated the termination of requests for
materials characteristics to be displayed for materi fi3 s within the
previously specified configurations, (epoxy sandwich configuration and
25
thermoplastic film configuration #1) . However, the library  model
continues to allow the user to specify requests for additional libraries
as follows:
ANOTHER LIBRARY? {YES OR NO}?YES
A "no" response indicates that no additional libraries are desired and
will trigger a question about continuing with the screening model. A
"yes" response will trigger a series of questions to prompt the user
to specify the exact library desired. The first question is:
NEW CONFIGURATION ? {YES OR NO} ?NO..)
A "yes" response will direct the program to the series of questions
discussed earlier to specify the sandwich and thermoplastic film
configurations. A "no" response will trigger a question to determine
if the additional library desired is for a new part.
NEW PART ? {YES OR NO} ?YES .;)
In the example provided in the pages following this discussion, the
user has indicated with a "yes" response that a new library is desired
for a new part. Thus, the model is directed to return to the original
set of questions prompting the selection of an aircraft interior part.
The remainder of the example session that follows traces the execution
of the library model for two additional aircraft parts, seats and
luminaires. The run is terminated when the user answers the questions
"ANOTHER LIBRARY?" and "CONTINUE WITH SCREENING MODEL?" with a "no"
response.
ANOTHER LIBRARY? {YES OR NO}?NO ;
CONTINUE WITH SCREENING MODEL ? {YES OR NO}?NO




EXAMPLE INTERACTIVE COMPUTER SESSION WITH
AIRCRAFT INTERIOR MATERIALS LIBRARY
27
L.BRARY
















4 STRUCTURAL FLUOR PANELS










SPECIFY PART NUMBER FOR ANALYSIS: ? S
READ DATA BASE OF PANEL MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS.
SCDAK***.FAA.PANELMAT COPIED AS SCDAN*.,«*.TEMP.D.
28
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SPECIFY SANDWICH CONFIGURATION FOR ANALYSIS: ?1
DECORATIVE THERMOPLASTIC FILM CONFIGURATIONS FOR DECORATIVE WALL PANELS
NO FROIECTIVE FILM INN SUBSTRATE FILM
1 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR ACRYLIC WHITE PVF TEDLAR
2 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR ACRYLIC FM-PVF FLAM 000 TEDLAR
3 CLEAR PVF2 FLUOREX H ACRYLIC WHITE PVF2 FLUOREX H
4 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR ACRYLIC WHITE PC
5 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR ACRYLIC CLEAR POLYETHERSULFONE
SPECIFY THERMOPLASTIC FILM CONFIGURATION FOR ANALYSIS: ?1
29
PRINT LIBRARY OF MATERIAL NAMES? (YES OR NO)?YES
CODE
	
NO. GENERIC NAME	 TRADE NAME
	
- - - - -1 - - - - - - - - - -	 ' - - - - - - -.























8400	 WHITE PVF TEGLAR
30
PRINT LIBRARY OF MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA? (YES OR NO)?YES
SPECIFY MATERIAL CODES AS 4 DIGIT INTEGERS.







000T) AT 5 U/CM2
0001) AT 2.5 W/CM2
000T) AT i W/CM2
DELTA H AT 5 W /CM2
DELTA H AT 2.5 U /CM2
DELTA H At 1 W/CM2
CHAR YIELD (% UT REMAINING)
SMOKE 3 TOXICITY
0(a) AT 5 W/CO2/
O(S) AT 2.5 U/CM2
O(S) AT 1 W/CM2
GO CONCENTRATION AT 1 W/CM2
CO CONCENTRATION AT 2.5 W/CM2





EST. F4BRICATION COSTS (S)
PEEL STRENGTH (CM.KG )
ELONGATION (X)
WEAR
EASE OF MAINTENANANCE INDEX
CODE CODE CODE CODE
1000 2000 4010 6400
B/L B/L B/L 8/L
9.000 27.700 30.900 40'.000
0.108 0.154 0.129 0.240
0.790 1.122 0.343 0.780
1.030 1.466 1.072 0.108
14.660 17.500 22.410 42.060
18.920 22.590 109.930 217.500
56.310 67.270 254.360 297.300
80.300 59.800 10.000 10.000
1.800 1.800 0.000 0/0
12.200 2.200 0.220 N/D
18.800 18.800 4.320 NIB
16.900 16.900 9.570 N/D
32.100 32.100 20.210 N/D
83.800 83.800 62.760 N/D
N/D 71.400 N/D N/D
0.822 0.822 0.936 0.069
10.000 10.000 40.000 NIB
0.000 0.000 0.000 01.000
N/A 17.200 N/A N/A
N/A N/A NIA 48.600
NIP NIB MID NIP
N/A H/A N/A NIB
31
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SPECIFY MATERIAL CODES AS 4 DIGIT INTEGERS.




















0100T) AT 5 W/CM2
O(DOT) AT 2.5 W/CO2
1)(001) AT 1 W/CM2
DELTA H Al 5 W/ CM2
DELTA H AT 2.5 W/CM2
DELTA H AT I W/CM2
CHAR YIELD (x UT REMAINING)
SMOKE 3 TOXICITY
D(S) AT 5 W/CM2/
D(S) AT 2.5 W/CM2
D(S) AT 1 W/CO2
CO CONCENTRATION AT 1 W/02
CO CONCENTRATION AT 2.5 W/CM2





EST. FABRICATION COSTS (1)
PEEL STRENGTH (CM.KG )
ELONGATION (X)
WEAR







































ANOTHER LIBRARY? (YES OR NO)TYES
NEU CONFIGURATION T (YES OR NO) 'ENO
NEU PART 'T (YES OR NO) ?YES





4 STRUCTURAL FLOUR PANELS





10 STORAGE DIN DOORS
11 DUST COVERS
12 CARPETS
13 DIN APE RY
14 LUMINAIRES
SPECIFY PART NUMBER FOR ANALYSIS:
(ZERO WILL TFRAINATE PROGRAM.)
	
77
REAR DATA BASE OF SEAT MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS.


















1101 AMIDEM IMIDE19001.. BLEND	 20787	 H.LELIEVRE
52.5% KERMELp47.5% QOOL
1102 COTTON






NYLON OOL.D WITH VONARM3 FOAM BACKINO
1107 URETHANE/AMIDE







..........t..... w w w.+r w.s f..w.
ALTERNATES-
3200 NOVOLOID
100% KYNOL (TWILL LEAVE)
3201 NOVOLOID /ARAHID
70% KYHOL 9 30% NONEX(PERM PRESS FINISH) 2000/M2
3202 NOVOLOID/ARAMID
70% KYNOLp30% NOMEX (PERM PRESS FINISH) 1590/M2
3203 NOVOLOID
1007 KYHOL BATTING ON POLYESTER SCRIM NEEDLE PUNCH
3204 IMIDAZOLE
POI FABRIC A UNSTABILIZED TWILL
3205 IMIDAZOLE
PD! 3 BA 'TTI'NG NATURAL UNSTABILIZED FROM STAPLE
3206 IMIDAZOLE
BLACK COLORED BATTING
3207 NOVOLOID FIBER BATTINO
REMAY SPUN BONDED POLYESTER FAD NEEDLED N/ 100% KYNOL
3206 POLYCHLOROPRENEVONAR NO.1
.156 CM NEOPRENE FOAM WITH COTTON SCRIM
3209 POLYCHLOROPRENE	 VONAR NO.2
.317CM NEOPRENE FOAK WITH COTTON SCRIM
3210 POLYCHLOROPRENE	 VONAR NO.3
















NOMEX I I I FABRIC
4 21 ^'
	 400-6








5300 GLASS	 FO 215EXF RUBBERSPLAST
GLASS FIBER BLOCK CUSHION EUOE BRAIN BLOCRING
5301 POLYPHOSPHAZENE








SILICONE RUBBER SPONGE 11.5 LB/F3
5305 SILICONE
SILICONE RUBBER SPONGE











SILICONE SPONGE 9.4 LB/FT3
5310
	
LS FORMULA T tOYAD
NEOPRENE FOAM ?.SPCF
36
PRINT LIBRARY OF MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA' (YES OR NO)TYES
SPECIFY MATERIAL CODES AS 4 111611 INTEGERS.











PILL	 TEST (CM) 0.000 0.000 NIA
(IME TO
	
IONITION	 (SEC) 4.900 25.000 10.000
FLAME SPREAD(MM/S) AT 2.5 u/CM2 3.000 3.600 5.500
FLAME SPREAD(MM/S) AT 34 U/CM2 6.000 ?.000 6.000
FLAME SPREAO(MM/S) AT 5 Y/CM2 6.700 6.600 6.000
FAR 25.053(8) TIME (SEC) 1.000 0.000 0.000
FAR 25,853(E) LENGTH (Cif) 2.300 2.500 1.500
FAR 25.653(8)	 DRIP	 (YES/NO) NO NO NO
PYRO TEMP AT 1ST FLASH	 (C) 275.000 40.000 NO FLASH
HEAT RELEASE (K4)/M2) 2.5 U/CM2 163.000 74.700 519.500
HEAT RELEASE (K1)/M2)	 3.5 u/CO2 159.000 47.900 468.500
HEAT RELEASE (NO/M2) 5 OICM2 160.000 65.500 596.700
SMOKE X41 rox IC;tTY
----------------
NBS - FLAMING 90 SEC 64.000 11.000 51.000
NHS - FLAMING 4 MIN 127.000 16.000 11.5.000
NIS - NON FLAMING 90 SEC 28.000 4.000 42.000
NHS - NON FLAMING 4 MIN 73.000 5.000 118.004
TIME TO INCAPACITATION	 (MIN) 0.530 3.480 6.810
TIME TO DEATH	 (MIN) 2.590 4.550 8.340
1IME TO 1ST SMOKE	 (MIN) 0.300 1.100 1.200
OTHER
DENSITY	 (6/02 OR G/Mi) 457.000 213.000 0.190
SAMPLE HEIGHT (GRAMS) 10.500 4.700 80.500
AVAILINILITY OF COLORS YES NO NO
COLORFAST EXCELLENT NIA N/A
COMPRESSION {X) N/A NIA 0.300
INDENTATION/DEFLECTION (CM) N/A NIA NIB
ABRASION (NO. OF CYCLES) 750.000 N/D N/D
TEAR	 (KG) 6.400 3.140 NIB
TENSILE STRENGTH	 (KG) N/D N/D N/D
E, ST,	 FABRICATION	 COSTS	 11) NIB N/U NID
RAN MATERIAL SILO NIB 1.000 N/D
.n,
,37
ANOTHER LIORARY? (YES hR NU)?YES
NEU PART ? (YES OR NO) ?YES





4 STRUCTURAL FLOOR PANELS










SPECIFY PART NUMBER FOR ANALYSIS:
(ZERO WILL TERMINATE PROGRAO.)
	
?14
READ DATA BASE 0 fWEF&,'&PLASTICS MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS.
SCDAK*+*. FAA. THELi3O'I .lPIED OVER SCDAK*#*,TEMP. D.'
PRINT LIBRARY OF MATERIAL NAMES? (YES OR NOD?YES
WHA;? (YES UR NO)YES
CODE





6411 POLYCARBONATE	 SL 1000





PRINT LIBRARY OF MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS DATA? (YES OR NO)?YES
SPECIFY MATERIAL CODES AS 4 DIGIT INTEGERS.





CODE CODE CODE CODE
6410 6411 6412 6413
D/L ALT ALT ALT
THERMAL AND FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
---------------------
14EAT DEFLECTION TEMP 9 264 PSI 200.000 230.000 390.000 275.000
HEAT DEFLECTION TEMP Q 1820 KPA 84.000 110.000 1?? .000 135.000
SMOKE DENSITY FLAMING (6MIN) 140.000 300.000 20.000 100.000
TGA C NIP N/D 440.000 430.000
LIMITING OXYGEN INDEX 50.000 32.000 30.000 48.000
ALC50 AT 700 C MG/LITER N/D NID N/D N/D
DELTA NEAT 1.0 W/CM2 N/D N/D NIP N/D
2.5 W/CM2 NIB N/D NIP N/b
5.0 W/CM2 NIB N/D N/D NIB
CHAR YIELD N/D NIP NIP N/D
ODOT AT	 1.0 W/CM2 NIP N/D N/D NID
2.5 W/CM2 N/D NID N/D NIB
5.0 W/CM2 N/D 0/0 N/D N/D
FAR 25.853 N/D NIP NIP N/D
1,0 AT
	
1.0 W/CM2 N/D N/D N/D N/D
2.5 W/CM2 N/D N/D N/D N/D
5.0 W/CM2 N/D N/D N/D N/D
MECHANICAL A PHYSICAL
TENSILE STRENGTH	 (PSI) 54004000 8000.000 11000.000 9500.000
TENSILE STRENGTH (MPA) 37.200 55.200 75.800 65.400
ELONGATION X OF R.T. 40.000 30.000 N/D 1.500
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
	
(PSI) 10000.000 12000.000 16000.000 13000.000
FLEXURAL STRENGTH (MPA) 68.900 82.700 113.000 88.600
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 1.570 1.230 1.370 1.300
IMPACT STRENGTH, NOTCHED IZGD 6.600 2.000 -1.600 1.200
IMPACT STRENGTH O	 N HIM: 352.000 107.000 85.400 64.200
MOD OF ELASTICITY	 (K PSI) 300.000 300.000 350.000 500.000
MOD OF ELASTICITY (MPA) 2070.000 2070.000 2415.000 3550.000
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (PSI) NIB N/D NIB N/D
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPA) N/D N/D N/D N/D
°EIGHT N/D NID N/D N/D
OTHER
ULTRAVIOLET FADE-O-KETIER
	 (I HR) 60.000 60.000 50.000 50.000
SURFACE BONDINGACCEPTANCE 180 10.000 10.000 POOR NIB
SURFACE BONDING ACCEPTANCE, N/M 1751.000 1751.000 N/D NIB
SOIL A CLEANER RESISTANCE EXCELLENT FAIR FAIR EXCELLENT
COST RATING 1.300 1.000 4.000 2.500
39
SPECIFY MATERIAL CODES AS 4 DIGIT INTEGERS.
(ZERO WILL TERMINATE REQUESTS)
MATERIAL CODETO
ANOTHER LIBRARY? (YES OR NO)7N0





IV. LISTING OF ALL MATERIALS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
DATA CURRENTLY INCLUDED IN LIBRARY
This section contains computer output reports for all
the materials entered into the library during this
study. The section is divided into materials used in
panels, materials used in seats, and thermoplastic
materials used in window reveals and luminaires. The
panel materials are further divided into configurations
for the sandwich and decorative film. Each subsection
is labeled to indicate the appropriate part and
configuration.
Each subsection contains two kinds of output reports.
The first set of output reports displays the name and
corresponding code number for each material as well as
the material trade name. The second set of reports


















































8900	 WHITE PVF TEDLAK
`	 43
v
CODE CODE CODE CODE
1000 2000 401 o 14A00
HIL B/L D/LPL
29.000 2 7 .700 30. 4 00 46.000
0.104 0.154 0.1..9 0.240
0."90 1.122 0.343 0."eSlO
1. 030 1.466 1.Q 7 ? 1)- it)8
14.660 17.500 22.410 42.060
18.920 22.590 109.930 217.500
56.3 10 67,27'0 254.350 29?.300
60.300 59.600 10.000 10.000
11800 1.300 0.000 H/,
12.200 2.200 0.2,30 N/Tl
18.800 18.800 4.3210 0/1,
16.900 16.900 9.57 0 N/D
32.100 32.100 30.210 N/11
63.800 83.900 62.760 0/11
N/11 71.40 Nill HID
0.822 0.822 0.936 0.069
10.000 10.000 40.000 N11,
0.000 0.000 7.000 0.000
N/A 17.200 N/A N/A
N/A N/A NIA 48.600
N /D N ID iI/Ir N/I►
N/A N/A HIA N/I►
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
1.01
00 0 T)  AT 5 W02
II(POT) AT 2.5 WiCh2
G(POT', AT I WICK
DELTA H AT 5 WH2
DELTA H AT 2.5 U/Ch2
,DELTA H AT I WICH2
CHAR YIELD (/. UT REMAINING)
SHONE A TOXICITY
WS, AT 5 U./CH2
Ti(S) AT 2.5 W/Cm2
D(S i AT I U/CH2
CO CONCENTRATION AT i W/CM2
CO CONCENTRATION AT 2.5 WWI











EASE OF KAINTENANANCE INDEX
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000T) AT 5 QtCii'l 0.040 111:10
000T) AT	 2.5' UlC M2 (1.130 4.390
WDOD AT	 I WiCti" 4.180 01540
AELTA H AT 5 UiCh2 2.010 21.034
J)ELTA 11	 AT 21 ,;l VCH2 36.341 108.7SO
p EI.TA H AT I U 1W 49.600 148.650
CHAR YIELD (X UT REMAINING) 15.000 10.000
5MOj"r s T xI `.IT>'
fi(S)
	
AT 5 U/C H2^ N/D N/D
f)(S)	 AT	 2.5	 Ui(M2 NiD N/D
IliS)	 AT	 I	 U/CML NiP Nip
CO CONCENTRATION AT	 I	 W/CM2 Vil Nip
CQ CONCENTRATION AT 2.5 UiC62 NIP NiD





WETGNT	 iI.G i O. 139 0. 139
1:AU MATERIAL	 tiLP 14.000 5.000
UT.	 FABRICATION CUTS	 (1) 0.000 0.000
PEEL STRENGTH
	 (CM.KG) NIA NiA
CLONGATION	 (X) NIA 63.000
14EAR Nils Nile







N0. 2	 CLEAR PVF TEDLAR
ACRYLIC INK








































CIBA — GEIGY FIPREDUX 9170
HARMCO 9251




Fe-PVF FLAM MOD TEDLAR
oe	 47
CODE CODE CODE CODE












1.01 65.600 100.000 50. 7 00 23,00.)
006T) AT 5 11 
'
'M 0.071 0.012 0.090 (11100
000T) AT 2.5 U/M 0.071 0,08h 0.182 0.100
W507) AT I g rin" 0,594 0.268 tl.346 -..345
TI ELTA	 H AT	 5	 111Cr32 111,:00 5,690 92 7.84A 18,7h0
TiEtTA NAT	 2.5 4/Cd q, 24.710 27,900 34.29. 35.120
L. ELTA H AT	 I	 WiCif? 43.170 64.550 53.350 61.290
CHAR YIELD	 (Y UT REHAINING) 80,900 83.200 74,400 64.400
ShOlIF S TOXICITY
b($) AT 5 Wi'rhll 0.000 0,200 01000 0.000
11{5)	 Al	 h.5	 01CM2 8.800 0.50v ri.4Oki 0 80
I,(,$)	 AT	 I	 U/CM2 5.000 1,600 ».o0-) 6,.;0(1
1;0 CONCENTRATION AT 	 i U/CM2 7.800 8.W 17.100 7.800
GO CONCENTRATION AT 2.5 W/CM2 16.400 '10.40m 19,600 16.400
CO rONCENTRATION AT 5 W/Ch2 51.100 82.800 72.300 51,100
ALUM	 (hG/LITER) 1.28.600 133.000 N/D 87.300
OTHER
UCI GHT	 1 I'G) 0 762 0.'725 0, 970 0.762
1019 nATFRIAL VL8 0/I1 15.000 N/D IUD
I.-'5T.	 FABRICATION	 COSTS (4) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.060
1''EEI	 STRENGTH	 (CH.Rcl ) N/A N/A N/A 14.500
I=LONGATIGN W II/A NiA N/A N/A
WEAR O/P N/.il Nilf 0/I1






Ot il ut 1 AT 5 W'Ch."
000 Tj AT 1." U °C61
11{11 07) AT I VCM
iiFLTA If 4T 4 UICM.)
i,ELTA 11 AT 2.5 VCH 2
'ELTA 11 AT I WiCH2
CHAR YIELD (% UT REMAINI06)
Gn LE S TDXICIT't
Tai:+1 AC i wi:rn?/
v(S) AT 1.S U Ch2
fl(S) AT 1 U/CM^
CO CONCENTRATION AT I U/CM
CO CONCFNTkATILIN AT ..1 .5 11/CM1
CO CONCENTRATION AT 5 W Ch2
ALCM) (dG/LITER)
OTHER
1410 ulii 4k.G ►
EAU MATERIAL IIL'N




EASE OF MAINTENANANCE INDEX
colic CODE CODE CODE









3. 100 32.300 30.900 23.000
0.0417 V) 0 111k 0	 2 Q 0.1200
0.12$ 0. »53 0.313 0.683
t1 .341 1.666 1 .0"1 1 .6^► 0
8.300 39.554 22.410 14.1 00
40.720 48.730 10.934 69.190
94!410 7 1 .490 254.360 164.1 00
5?. Su0 47.100 10.0 0"1 5.500
0..00 010.4 0.000 0.430
4.500 0.400 0.2;10 0,4110
1.640 4.444 4.320 1.800
81300 I?. 100 9.574 3.640
o.4("1 19.604 20.210 71700
82.800 72.300 51.764 23.900
119.300 119.200 Wil N/I+
15,400 r1/I^ a7.!^C>>r N'/Ii
0.000 0.000 0.400 0.000
11.500 15.700 NIA t1/A
NIA NIA NIA NIA
N111 N/D NII1 Ni Ii









WPOT) AT r U/CM2
000T) AT 2.5 W/CM2
W110T) AT i U/CM"
DELTA H AT 5 U/CM'
DELTA H AT 2.5 W/Cii2
DELTA H AT 1 W/CM2
CHAR' YIELD (%' W TI REMAINING)
SMOKE A TnXICITY
D(W AT a 0/rM2/
D(S) AT 2.5 W/Wo
D(S) AT 1 U/CM?
CO CONCENTRATION A r 'i WIN#"
CO COACENTRATION AT 2.5 WICi'12







































	 CLEAR PVF2 FLOUREX H
ACRYLIC INK




















 FVF2 FLUOREX H
ACRYLIC INK
WHITE F'VF2 FI_UOREX H
CODE
NO. WErRIG t1AHE TRADE NAME
FACE. SHEET
BASELINE-
1 1021 BISMAI_EIhIDE RHODIA HERIMID 601
BOND PLY
BASEONE-
W y S!E BISMALIiEIMIDE RHOUTA IiEkH11, 601
ADHES01
BASELINE-
3031 F'OLYNIhE AMCi'ANAMIii FM34
HONEYCOMB
BASEL INl -




CODE CODE CODE CO IIr.
1021 2021 3031 4011
B/L bi L TV  B/L
FIRE 1,HARACTERISTICS
1.01 56.000 5.600 58.900 30.900
(100T) AT 5 WICA2 0.08E 0.099 01021) 0.316
1lli Dd,T i	 AT	 ::.5	 WICM." 0.295 0.343 0.25;3 0.742
11007" AT
	
1	 Wr1:M2 0,644 0.762 0.563 1.653
TI FLTA H AT 5 W/CM2 16.170 19.4410 13.60 39.9711
DELTA H AT 2.5 W/CO2 21.2 70 24.410 18.0:30 52.910
XIELTA	 H	 AT	 I	 W/CM2 38.664 44.3770 32.760 ?6.160
11HAR YIELD	 (Y.	 WT	 REdAIN NG) 63.900 61.300 72.700 10.001
1ahOKE
	 S	 TOXICITY`
i1 i S)	 w t 15	 W/CM2/ 0.200 0.20ti1 0.100 0.11^10
D(S)	 AT	 ".S	 W/Ch2 1.400 1.400 Q.?x.1(1 ^,5100
D ( S)	 AT	 I	 u ` Ch2 2, 000 2.000 1.000 3.500
GO CONCENTRATION AT	 I	 W/CM) 5.300 5.300 2.700 9.500
CO CONCENTRATION AT 2. 5 W/CM2 12.400 12.400 6.2:10 72.200
CO C00CENTRATI ON AT 5 W /CM 2 S7 .200 57.200 28.600 102.000
ALC(50)	 (MG/LITER) N/II N111 N/II N/D
OTHER
QEIGH T	 (KG" 0.717 0.' I' 0.358 1.17?




{i) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
FEEL STRENGTH	 iCM.KG) NIA 7.900 NIA NIA
ELONGATION Q) N/A N/A NIA N/A
WEAR N/11 N%[1 NID Nip
LASE OF HAINTENANAHCE INDEX NID N/A VA NIA
53
rCOIF CODE CODE CODE
5300 5101 6401 a4101
B/L ALT F%L IfiL
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
63.500 115.900 59.70:
ChaX1 1'1 	Al	 5	 Ui Cn2 0, 152 0 .15. 0.Qe',1 0. 0A0
MOT ) AT 2.5 UiCM2 0.535 M" 0.195 0.105
tI tIlOT'l 	AT	 I	 U.1 C ►i2 1.	 i	 ' I.064 0.270 0. 270
DELTA H AT
	 5 U/CH2 28.270 29.230 10.50 13,68 0
DE LTA H AT 2.5 WiCn2 "157.420 30.590 54.x69 717.690	 !1	 DELTA H AT I VU2 68.0 1 v 70.316 74.	 30 9 6,00
	 I
OmP	 i IELII	^'s	 ui	 REMAINING)
1
18.300 14.800 20.000 3	 +;lip	 1
SnC+F;E	 ^^	 TG'tICIT7
IliS^	 Ai	 5	 U^Cif'^ 0.2()0 0. 31)k, N +'Il N: .1
Cli5 ► 	 AT	 2.5
	
OiCN2 1.800 1,800 N1 T1 NI II
tl(5)	 AT	 I	 U/CIi2 2.500 3181.10 NITS Hill
CO CONCENTRATION AT
	 I	 U/CN2 6.S00 7.00 Hill N1p
► 	 CO	 CONCEnTRATIO ►I	 AT	 2.5
	
W/CH2 15.700 14.600 NII1 N/V
f;0	 CONCGNTRATION	 AT	 5	 UiCli2 72.2uir 70,600 Nill N1 11
ALC(50)
	
f	 /11TER7 N/U 0.111 11iI1 NrD
OT HER
WEIGHT MG) 0.905 0.905 0.105 0,070	 1
PAQ MATERIAL
	 $	 L B N1Il N1I1 7.000 7.000
EST,.	 FABRICATION COSTS
	 M 0.000 0.006 0.000 0,0017
PEEL	 STRENGTH	 (CM.KG) OiA VA NIA NIA
ELONGATION M N/A N/A 7.000 14.200
WEA R NiIi N/D N/D 01,11


















GFNERIC thiMF TPHE NANO
DACE SHEET
DASELINE-
1030	 POLYHIDN DUPONT PYRALIN 3002
BOND PLY
BASELINE-
"	 2030	 PSLYHIDE DUPONT PYRALIN 3002
ADHESIVE
BASELINE-
3030	 PGLYIHIDE AHCYANAHID BR34
HONEYCOMB
DASLL I11L-
1031	 POLYINIDE/POLYANNOMEX 4	 3PC17 (0,125	 IN	 CELL)
AL'iER11ATES-














CODE COKE CODE CODE
1030 2(3A 31130 4031
B/L k/L B/L 8/L
100.000 7!.400 49.80^r 35.200
0.043 0.068 0.076 0.270
0.043 0.068 0.076 0.270
0.165 0.259 0.291 1.035
10.380 16.290 18.260 65.030
11.310 17.590 19.720 76.200
14.050 72.000 24.660 67.600
86.900 75.900 73.000 10.000
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.120 0.120 0.060 0.101.1
0.930 0.930 0.460 0.900
13.530 13.530 6.770 1.900
17.3917 1.370 6.690 16.500
36.970 36.970 16.460 35.100
N/D N/It N/Ii N111
0.985 0.985 0.493 0.436
N/I1 N. D N/Ii N/U
O.00U 0. ("Jul 0.000 0 . 1,100
N/A 14.500 N/A N/A
N I A N'A N/A N/A
ri/U N/ Ii N/D R,' it
NII, N/A N/A N/A
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
LOI
O(DOT) AT 5 WiCh2
MOT) AT 2.5 WICh2
O(POT) AT 1 VCM2
DELTA H AT 5 W/CM2
DELTA HAT 2.5 U/CM2
DELTA H AT I U/CM2
CHAR YIELD (T WT REMAINING)
SHO1tE & TOXICITY
D(S) AT 5 W/CV/
D(S) AT 2.5 U/CM2
D(S) AT 1 U/CM2
CO CONCENTRATION AT I U/CM2
CO CONCENTRATION AT 2.5 W/CM2











EASE OF MAINTENANANCE INDEX
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FIRE CH ARACTER I STICS
0.0.,-0 0.000

































58.900 27.70 1.1 30.000
G. 2
 0 y0 . 2 00 +).0 171.,
0.270 1.699 0.2`+3






000T) AT 5 O /CM2
O(L'OT) AT 2. 71 4 C62
G(POT) AT I Q CM2
DELTA H AT 5 U/CH2
DELTA H AT 2.5 W/GM2
DELTA H AT I U/CM2
CHAR YIELD (/. UT REHAININ6)
ShOfl a TOXICITY
D(S) AT 5 WiCh2/
D(S) AT 2.	 U/CM2
P(S) AT 1 U/CM2
CO CONCENTRATION AT 1 U/CM
U CONCENTRATION AT 2.5 W/Cii2








PEEL STRENGTH CH.KG )
ELONGATION r%
WEAK:














TRADE NA r	 SUPPLIER




1101 AiME ,°IMII^E./UUOL KEND	 20762	 H.LhLICURE
52. 5% KERNEL, 47.5% UGUI_
1102 C07TQN




St . K MKf 50% NOMEY
1106 AMIDE/CHLOROPRENE
NYLON GOLD WITH VONARH3 FOAM BACRINO
1107 URETHANE/AMIDE






FIRE BL OCI:106 LATER
a200 i1GUCtLOII^
100% llYNOL {TWILL UEAVE)
3201 iqOVOLOI11/HRAHID
7 0 1,YNOL,30"/. NOMEXSPERi'l FRESS FINISH) 20061h2
3202 NGVOLOTP/ARAMIU
:^ttX XYNOL,30"'. NOMFX (PERM PRESS FINISH) 159Elt12
3203 NOVOLOID
100% KYNOL ;BATTING ON POLYESTER SCRIM NEEDLF PUNCH
3204 IMIUAZOLE
PI+I FABRIC 5 UNSTADILIZED TWILL
3205 IMIDAZOLE
iii{I ^ N)TTINII ItATUEAL UNSTANILIZED FROM STAKE
3206 IMIDAZOLE
BLACi CO LORED RAT'LING
320; NOVOLOID FIBER TIAVING




.156 CM NEOPF'FNE FOAM WITH COTTON SCRIM
3209 POLYCHL.OROPREIiE 	 VONAR NO.l
.317CM NF.O?RENE FOAM WITH COTTON SCRIM
3210 POLYCHLOROPRENi	 VGN(IR NO.3




3216	 400-11	 FIRE-SAQ- PROU


















53 0 ,41 UREl i bli r.
FOLl'URETHAOC FOAN o FLEXI TILE
AL TEWIA ff.$ -
5300 kAss ro	 215 E^P RUBBER&PLAST
6LA55 FlHR DIOCK rlU$HlON EDGE GRAIN PLOC1^1116
5301 POLiPHOSPHAMIE
APO PHOSPHAZENE OPEN CELL FOAM
5303 SlLlr.'Pt)E
SILICONE RUPPER SPONGE
5304 SILICONE 14183-B MOSITES RUBBER
SILICONE RUBBER SPONGE 11.8	 LLi'173
5305 SILICOilE
51LISONI: RUDBER SPOOGE




5309 91'RQ I 8B KTRK11,L RUBBER
STLICONE SPONGE 9.4 LB/FT3




CQIlE CODE CARE CODE









0.000 1.900 0.000 Nllr
4,900 22.000 b.000 Nib
..000 2.7"00 12.000 H/Ii
6.000 101000 7.000 14/ D
6,7110 GOOD 9,000 11/11
11000 31000 0.000 01 000
2.V0i► 2.600 4.500 4.500
NO YES NO NO
275.000 570,000 NO FLASH NO FLASH
163.000 1 49 .000 65.200 N/11
15 Q .000 180.000 49.000 N/D
160.000 181,000 130.000 N111
64,000 13.000 1 1,000 8.00.)
121' . ^^t0 33.000 117.000 13.000
^:0,^i00 4. 000 :1.000 40.003
13.000 1'.000 38,000 A11 ,000
0,030 :1990 1.400 N/I,
21.590 4.000 31110 N/D
0,300 0.800 0.400 NISI
A57.000 369.000 290.900 335,000
10.500 9.2150 6.760 WD
YES wits YE S t'I.S
ExCELLENT E#CELLEr4T EXCELLENT fAIR
N/A OiA N/A O A
N/A N/A N/t) N/A
750,0 6 0 N/'h Nit 750.000
6.400 6.400 1.000 6,A00
N/D N/D Mill N/D
N/D N ill t41I1 N1 it
N111 N/ I1 Nili N/D
FIRE CHARACTERISTIC$
............ 	 I^
ILL i EST ( CM )
TIMF TO IGNITION (SEC)
rLAhE 5PREAD(hn/5) AT .5 U/02
FLAME SPREAD(nn ; S) AT 3.5 UiC12
rLAME SFREAD(MM/S) AT 5 U/C0.1
FAR 15.A530) TIKE (SEC)
IT AR 25,8'$30) LE06TH (W
HIP 2.1.853(I+) DRIP hEsi110)
ro (RO TEMP ATI ST FLASH (C)
NEAT RELEASE l:lln") 2.5 U/in"
NEAT RELEASE (K1Jfh ) 3.^ Urfn2l
NEAT RELEASE (1;41 1Ii) 5 U/CM2
smo,F. ^ rOy1CITY
NPS	 FLAK TN6 9a) SEC
NHS - FLAMING 4 MIN
05	 NOd FLAMING 0 0 SEC
05 - NON FLAdItIG 4 M1ii
T InE TO In(APr CITATION (MIN)
TIME TO DEATH (hill)
TIME TO 1ST SMOKE (MIN)
OTHER






i*RASICm 00. 6F ':,YCLFS)
TEAR (96)
TE051LE STRENGTH M)
CST. FAKRI ATION COSTS M
RAW MATERIAL $/LN
63
CODE CODE COPE CODE
1103 110, 1106 1107
ALT ALT ALT ALT
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
w+s r,r w rww. w w.w wr
-rwrrr.r»ww..,.,........
PILL	 TCS'I	 (Cii) 01000 1.270 1111 2.540
TIME
	 TO	 I ON I T I Ott	 (SEC) 5.000 10.000 0/1, 41900
FLAME	 SPREAII(MH/S)
	
AT 2.5 U/Cis" 0.000 3.600 NITI 61000
FLAHF SFREAII WS) AT 3.5 U/CM2 6.000 5.500 N/I1 6.00%'1
FLAME SFT!EAI1 (HMiS ► 	 AT	 5 U/Cii2 61000 3.c► 0.) N111 6.000
FAR	 25.55316)	 TIFF	 (SEC) 0.:00 0.000 292.000 0.00+0
FAw 25.85301 LENGTH (W 2.600 2.310 10.300 4.900
1+ Ah	 IlUi' 0E5 00) (10 11U au it S
PYRO TUP AT	 IST Ft.ASI	 iPl 110 FLASA 810,000 igli1 450.000
NEAT ;UEoSE ti UIM21) 2.5 U/Cn„ 141.500 10114 A 0 N/II 167.200
HEAT	 R>LFASF	 (YUIti2)	 3.5	 U/C62. 49.300 76.700 N/U 90.100
HEAT RELEASE (KUIM2) 5 U/CH2 52.700 86.500 N/II 0.200
SNORE .S fOX`tC V
t05 -
 Ch)i`1016 90 SU 6.000 11.000 14 %if 30.+000
i*S -	 FLAKING	 4	 tllrl 12.000 19.0rill 14i0 46.000
165 .. 1100 FLAnIf I 6
	 91) SEC 2.000 2.1:100 i'lit1 1.000
1165	 - 000 FLAnI11 1, 	4	 rlIN 1.(10x;, 6.vt*lQ iJi(I 43,600
CIhE 70	 Itlt"APAr ITATT0 1	 IM10) 0 81,1 1 . 7 40 N/ i1 1 1830
TIME TO HEATH	 (MIN) r40 5.5,10 N/Ii 3.4 50
7111E TO 1ST SHORE
	
(MIN) 0.700 0.500 ii/II 01500
0THCri
111:1951 TY	 (Bili2	 OR	 Gi ti;i) 311.000 319.000 76;'.000 385. 000
SAMPLE WEIGHT MAW 7.000 :'.:0:► N	 I1 6.81:10
iiVAILIHLITY OF COLORS 00 iES itri NO
CO.OPFhST 1,*00R POOR CGbi1 Crlr1T1
Goli p i~F55I0t+	 i'!'1 N/A N/A N/A N/A
INDENTATION/II EFLECTION	 (CH) N/A N/A H/A NIA
APRASION	 (NO.	 OF CYCLES) N/I1 N/11 N/11 N/II
TEAR	 (hG") 6.400 6.1100 6.400 2.5010
TENSILE STRENGTH	 (tai) 0/1) Nlil NID 11/I1
RST.	 FHPRICATION COSTS (U N 	 1 N/I1 14/11 r1iEl
RAU MATEPIAL	 i/LR VIII N/U tl/l1 Nr`II
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^Ol t Lud COP E LuGE









A0.40A N!I► NII► N/II
4.900 4.900 2.000 4.900
6.000 0. 000 31600 01100
6.000 0,600 7.000 8.6,00
6.000 6.000 5.600 6.0%
2.000 N .'II r+rig to
21700 N/It N/I" Ni U
110 0M NO No
00 FLASH 0!,0.000 750.0 ►_^0 940.000
11 1.300 43.o00 74.700 43.600
71.600 34.800 4 1 .900 34.5."0
73.300 57.700 65.50 0 57.700
S.0 .." NiT, qiI► N 11
16 .(1 00 hiTI NrTI Nt II
010 11 111 N%`f+ N/I►
5.000 tl/(I N/CI 1'"/D
01900 Ni l► N/A N/II
2.630 1111A WA N/ II
0.a(Iu 0160+ 0.600 0.700
254 . Y 	 ) 244.000 200.000 159,000
6.100 3.so-) 4.1 00 3,1100
NO NCB NO NA
N/A NIA H/A 14/A
N/A NIA N/A III/A
N/A N/A NiA NiA
6,15 1411I NI 11 N/II
5.400 3.191" S. 160 2.'60
Nii1 Ig1'i l IV /T► N^"U
0 n/It N/II N/I►
N/0 N/D (1/11 N/G
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
r.r.............. n.. ww. wrr
1? 4L TEST i rH)
TIME TO IGNITION (SEC)
1•LAdE $PREtlt► (Mh/$) iit 2.5 W/M'
"L.AME SMAUIWS) AT 3.5 U/M
FLAKE 5FREAHMr ► /S) AT 5 11/CM2
rAR 25,8 30) TINE (SEC)
FAR	 5,	 > iI+1 LEIIGTH 	 ";" H)
F ►tK	 fl%IF° lr	 Soo)
PYR ►') TEmP AT 1ST FLASH iC)
HEAT RELE"+SE MUiti 1 2,5 1X ,'162
HEAT RLLEA''E 1I.W-Pr;,'i 3.5 UiC62
HEAT RELEnSE tr,w/ {i t! 'v 1Ji`Cl b
smol.r A ro0clTi
03	 T= LOMIN6, rail SEC
NPS	 FLAiiING 4 tilrl
Oli q
 - 1100 FLAMINS 90 Sr('
OPS - NOO FLT mlN6 4 MIN
fIdE TO PICAF'ACITATIUN (MIN)
T IME TO HEATH HIN)
TIME TO IST Sr1GYE (6I11)
OTHER
flEfjS I TY (Ph'.) LIR G %M;31





APRfiS 1011 010. OF C YCLES I
TEAR (1:6)
TENSILE STRE06TH ;5)




CODE GOIik CODE rOIIE
3703 ;a20 4 3 205 3206
ALT ALT ALT ALT
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
PILL	 Tls'S7	 (CH) 0.000 Vill N1I1 0.800
TIME	 TO	 IGNITION
	 ( SEC) 25.000 NO FLAME NO FLARE N./D
FLAME SPREAD(MH/S)
	
AT 2.3 W / CM2 3 . 600 0.000 0.000 N/Ir
FLAME
	
SFREAD(MM/S)	 AT ?.5 V/CM2 7.000 0.000 0.000 NIIi
FLAME SPREA B (hH/5	 AT S W/CM2 8.600 0. 0.100 N/D
1= AR	 25.253(()	 TIME	 (SEC) (11000 N/D 01/Tf 0.000
FAR	 25.853(B)	 LENGTH	 (CM) 2.500 0/0 N/II 1.200
FAR 25.2S3(B)	 DRIP	 (YES/NO) NO NO NO NO
PYRO TEhP	 AT	 IST	 FLASH	 (C) 40.000 940.000 960.000 N/D




	 3.5	 W/CM2 47.900 43.100 7,900 N/U
HEAT	 RELEASE	 (FEW/M2)	 5 W/CM4 65.500 95,700 12.900 N/D
SHDKI E ^ TUXICIT Y
05 - FLAMTNG 90 SEC 11.000 N/D N/Ti 1.000
NBS - FLAMING 4 MIN 16.000 N/D N11i 0.000
NBS - NON FLAKING 90 SEC 4.0:0 N/D N1I1 0.000
NHS	 OON FLAMING	 4 MIN 8.11Q0 N/D Ni 11 2.000
'TIME TO	 I00PACITATIGN	 (MIN) 3.490 N^D iV/;0 0.20v
`TIME	 TO	 DEATH	 (MIN) 4 .550 oiD N/TU 0.310
'TIME TO	 1ST
	
SMOXE	 (HIN) 1.100 1.000 0.206 N/D
OTHER
DENSITY	 (G/H'? IlP	 G/M3) 213.000 273.000 116.700 142.400
SAHPLE	 WEIGHT
	
( GRAMS) 4.700 4.000 2 . 230 2.900
AVAILIHILITY OF COLORS NO i!G NO NO
COLORFAST N/A N/A N/A N/A
COMPRESSION	 (Z) N/A N/A iy/A N/A
INDENTATION/REFLECTION	 (CM) N/A N/A N/A N/A
ABRASION	 (NO.	 OF CYCLES) N/D N/Ii iii/[i N/D
'TEAR	 (1;G) 3.140 N/Ii 1.•460 1.010
TENSILE STRENGTH 	 (KG) N/D N/D N/R N/D
EST.	 FABRICATION	 COSTS	 (4) N/D N/:G N/it N/D




r,011E coric CODE COPE
320? 3208 3209 3210
ALT ALT ALT ALT
0.000 NIB 1111, 0.000
N	 Il 91901) i1i Ir, 11 6 . 900
N	 11 0 .000 1,1/11 0.00
N/D 0.000 NIB 0.600
N / 11 0.001) N 111 (1-900
0 . 000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.300 2.600 2. 000 1.700
No 114 0 00 NO
N/D NO FLAS14 0/11 N111
N	 11 8 . 9 0 0 N111 82.700




3.000 30.000 45.000 70.000
3 . 0 0 4 3 . 00 1) *:a - 00 0 13 6. 00 1)
2.000 22. 0 00 30.000 40.000
8.000 34.000 57.00.) ?8.000
2 . 590 1 v . r) 40 N11, 10.990
4.400 21.050 N111 LIVED
N/r, 0.500 N / Il 0.500
95-000 42$.000 723,000 954.000
N/D 10.500 iqlfl 22.700
NO NO No No




N/A N/A .1,11A N/A
N / D N.II, N/D
NIB
1.190 N111 iq/fl N/11




N111 Nirl 14/11 N111
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
I-'ILL TEST (CH)
TIME TO IGNITION (SEC)
FLAdE SPREAD(hh/S) AT 2.5 Q/Ch2
FLAhE	 AT 1.5 U/CM2
FLAME SPPEAD(MM/S) AT ^ Q/Ch2
I'AR 2 5.8553(B) 1;oZ (SEC)
F-AN 25.853(b) LENGTH (CH)
FAR,
 '^5-653(6) TORIP (fESiND)
PiRO TEMF At IST FLASH (C)
HEAT RELEASE 0.U/H2) 2.5 W/CM2
HEAT RUFASE (I%W1M2) 3.5 U/CM2










NON FLAMING 90 SEC
ill, B S
	
NON FLAMING 4 MIN
T 1 M E TO INCAPACITATION (MIN)
,rimE TO DEATH (MIN)
T I M L TO IST SHORE (HIN)
0 T H E R'






ABRASION (NO. OF CiCLES)
TEAR 0,16)
TENSILE STRE1160i (K*G)




CODE CODE CODE CODE
3212 3215 3216 42113
ALT ALT ALT ALT
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
PILL TEST	 (CH) 10.200 NIIr N/11 0.000
'PINE TO	 IGNITION	 (SCC l 4.9AA 17.000 40.000 NITS
FLAME SPREAD WIS) AT 2.5 W/CM2 0.000 4.000 0.000 NII►
1=LAMk SPREAD(MM/S)	 AT 3.5 W/CM2 0.000 6.000 0.000 N/ti
FLAME SPREAD(MMIS) AT 5 WICH2 4.000 6.000 0.000 N111
FAR 25.B530)	 TIME	 (SEC T 0.000 1.^:►00 0.000 0.000
1AR 25.B530)
	 LENGTH	 (CM) 1.300 2.200 0.600 0.100
FAR	 25.053(1')	 DRIP	 (YES/NO) NO NO NO NO
PYRO TEMP AT	 IST FLASH	 (C) NO FLASH 910.000 NO FLASH N/11
i9EAT RELEASE	 (KWIM2)	 2.5	 W/CM2 70.700 60.200 71. l^ oo N/I+
14EAT RELEASE	 (KWIM2)	 3.5
	
W/CM2 44.400 60.600 36.900 NIT►
!MEAT RELEASE	 (KW/M 2 )	 5 W/CM2 N/D 66.950 77.400 N/T►
►
SMOKE R TOXICITY
tNBS - FLOHING 90 SEC 0.000 6.000 5.000 7.000
N:^S	 _	 FIAMIOG	 4	 MIN 15.000 16.000 11,000 26.000
NBS _ NON FLAMING 90 SEC 0.000 3.000 0.000 0.000
OBS -LION FLAMIt1G	 4	 MIN t{.000 10.000 11000 11.000
TIME TO	 INCAPACITA1ION
	 (MIN) 0.710 1.500 0.600 NIP
'TIME
	 TO	 DEATH	 (hlN) 1.270 2.290 1.460 H/I►
TIKE	 TO	 1ST
	
ShOK'E	 (MIN) 0.700 0.300 0.400 N/D
OTHER
DENS TTY (01H2 OR OW) 322.000 250.000 11T11 516.000
SAMPLE WEIGHT	 (GRAMS) 7.700 6.200 0	 0 NIT►
AVAILIDILITY OF COLORS NO NO NO NO
t;-OI_ORFAST N/A NIA N/A NIA
COhPRESSIOI+	 (X) N/A N/A NIA N/A
INDENTATION/I►EFLECTION	 (CM) N/A NIA N/A NIA
ABRASION	 (NCO.	 OF CYCLES) 11/11 NIT, N/P NIT►
TEAR	 (NO) 6.400 4.400 0/11 N/I►
TENSILE	 STRENGTH	 (l;G) N/D N/D N/I► N1,11
UT.	 FABRICATION COSTS NfD Hill NiS► N/11







TIME TO IGNITION (SEC)
1= LAnE SPREAD(MM/S) AT 2.5 W/CM2
IT LAME SPREAU(MM/S) AT 3.5 W/CM2
FLAME SPREAP(WS 1 AT S W/CM2
FAR 25.853(k) TIME (SEE;)
FAR 25.0530) LENGTH (UM)
FAR 25,1 `j5(R) TIPIP (YF.S/NO)
P RO TEMP AT IST FLASH (C)
FEAT RELEASE (KW/M:!) 2.5 W/ CM"
HEAT RELEASE (KW/M2) 3.5 W/CM2




	 FLAN ING 90 SEC
NBS - FLAMING 4 MIN
NBS - NON FLAMING 90 SEC
NBS - NON FLAMING 4 MIN
TIME TO INCAPACITATION (MIN)
TIME TO DEATH (MIN)






CODE COTE CODE CODE
4k14 4217 5302 6300
ALT ALT B/L ALT
40.600 N/D N/A N/A
4.900 N/D N/U N111
6.000 N1111 N/D 0.000
6.000 N/D Ni I+ 0.1)00
6,.000 7.500 NIIt 0.000
2.00 ► Nile N/U 0.000
2.700 iiiIti N/h 0.100
NO 110 N0 NO
NO FLASH N/.0 N/D NO FLASH
21.300 19.600 N111 35.100
71.600 38.6,00 '14/11 24.600
73.3 1) 1) ;36.500 N/D NII,
8.000 N/D N/Ii 4.000
16.000 N1Ii N/Ii 6.000
1.000 NISI N/I1 5.001)
5.000 N/U NIP 8.000
0.980 0.750 N./D N/O
2.630 1.7`0 N/tt N/D
0.300 N/D N 11 0.800
OTHER






oBRASION (NO. OF CYCLES)
TEAR (KG)
`TENSILE STRENGTH (KG)
1ST. FABRICATION COSTS (4)
RAW MATERIAL 4/LB
254. 1500 WTI 1).201) 0.045
6.100 N/Tr N/Ti NIP
N0 N0 No N 
N/A N/A iq/A N/A
N/A N/A 0.320 N/Ii
N/A N/A N/It 12. 1150
N 	 1 iq/U N/D N/Ir
5.400 N/It N/11
N/I, N/It 3.600 N1I1
N/D N/Ii N1I1 NiIt
N/D N/Ii N/D 11/I1
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CODE CODE CODE CODE
0301 5303 5304 5304
ALT ALT ALT ALT
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
PILL TEST (CM)
'TIME TO IGNITION (SEC)
FLAME SPREAD(HM/S) AT 2.5 W/CM2
FLAME SPREAD(MM/5) AT 3.5 W/CM2
FLAME SPREAD(MM/S) AT 5 W/C?;2
FAR 25.8530) TIME (SEC)
FAR 25,853(P) LFNGTH (CM)
FAR 25.8530) DRIP (YES/NO)
PYRO TEMP AT IST FLASH (C)
HEAT RELEASE (i;V/M2) 2.5 W/CM2
HEAT RELEASE (KW/H2) 3. W/C32
HEAT RELEASE (KV/M2) 5 W/CO2
SMOKE & TOXICITY
NT4S - FLAHTNG 90 SU
NBS - FLAMING 4 HIN
NBS - NON FLAMING 90 SEC
05 - NON FLAMING 4 MIN
'TIME TO INCAPACITATION (MIN)
'TIME TO DEATH (MIN)
'TIME TO 1ST SMOKE (MIN)
OTHER






ABRASION (NO. OF CYCLES)
'TEAR	 (KG)
'TENSILE STRENGTH (KG)
EST, FABRICATION COSTS ($)
RAW MATERIAL 3/LB
N/A N/A N/A N/A
10.000 8.000 10. 1000 9.000
1.400 2.300 5.500 1.9100
3.000 10.000 6.000 3.100
5.000 20.000 6.000 3.800
0.000 3.000 0.000 90.000
0.800 0.?00 1.500 0.800
NO NO NO NO
NO FLASH 825.000 NO FLASH 930.000
226.000 306.000 519.500 525.000
492.900 530.000 468.500 531.000
412,000 473.000 596.700 671.000
43.000 31.000 51000 54.000
89.000 67.000 115.000 100.000
14.000 47.000 42.000 2.001)
113.000 163.000 118.000 17.000
2.900 6.740 6.810 4.770
26.600 7.690 5.340 3.000
0.200 0.500 1.11400 0.800
0.1'40 0.1; 0 0.190 0.210
64.000 64.500 80.500 70.000
NO NO NO NO
I1/1) N/A N/A N/A
N/D 0.196 0.300 N/D
N/D N/D N/D N/Ti
N/D N/D N/D N/D
N/1) N/Yi N/D N/D
N1I1 N/D N/D N/D
N/ti N/D N/D N1I1
N/D N111 iJ/D 0/11
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C0LIE CODE CQDF. Colic
5306 5307 5309 5310
ALT ALT ALT ALT
NIA N/A N/A NIA
4.900 4.900 4.800 N/h
3.000 0.000 6.000 N/D
0.000 0.000 6.000 N/D
6.000 6.000 6.000 N/11
1.000 0.000 0.000 N/D
2.800 1.000 1.200 N111
NO NO NO 11O
500.000 715.000 NO FLASH N/D
213.800 97.200 188.200 N/D
154.800 142.600 202.000 N/Ti
115.900 138.600 141.000 N/ff
27.000 84.000 122.000 N/D
37.000 165.000 231.000 N/D
51.000 45.000 10.000 N./11
134.000 115.000 ::22.000 N/D
1.950 13.130 2.580 N/D
3.180 23.610 Q.+,^50 N/ii
1.000 0.500 0.800 iN/D
0.030 0.120 0.140 NIT,
9.000 ;7.300 36.800 N/111
NO lio 11O NO
N/A NIA N/A N/A
N/G 0.100 N/D NIP
10.200 0.400 N/D N/D
N I V N/Ti NID N/D
N 11 0.580 N/D N/D
0.450 N/D N/I, N/D
11/D iN/Ti W11 N/h
N111 iN /11 0111 N/h
FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
PILL TEST (W
TIKE TO IGNITION (SEC)
VWE $PREAD(MdiS) AT 2.5 Wr'CH2
FLAKE SPREADWIS) AT 3. 4 W/Ch2
FLAME SFRFA10h /5) AT 5 W/CH2
I:AR 25.853(B) TIME (SEC)
FAR 25.853(B) LENGTH (C6)
FAR 25.853(P) DRIP (YES/110)
PIRO TEMP AT IST FLASH (C)
HEAT RELEASE (hWIH2) 2.5 W/CM2
HEAT RELEASE (YW/62) 3.5 W/CH2
HEAT RELEASE (KW/M2) 5 W/CM2
SMOKE A TOXICITY
0,86 - FLoM;ING 90 SEC
NBS - FLAMING 4 MIN
NBS - 11011 FLAKING 90 SEC
NBS	 NON FLAMING 4 MIN
TIME TO INCAPACITATION (MIN)
TIME TO DEATH (HIN)
'TINE TO 1ST SMOKE (MIN)
OTHER
I1 I:iN5I>'Y ( G /M2 OR 6/h;3)





ARRASInN (NO. OF CYrL,E9)
TEAR	 (96)
TENSILE STRENGTH (1:G)
























CODE CODE CODE CODE
6410 6411 6412 6413
8/L ALT ALT ALT
THERMAL AND FIRE CHARACTERISTICS
HEAT DEFLECTION TEMP 1 264 PSI 200.000 230.000 390.000 275.000
HEAT DEFLECTION TEMP 9 1820 KPA 84.000 110.000 199.000 135.000
SMOKE DENSITY FLAMING WIN) 140.000 300.000 206000 100.000
TGA C NIP NID 440.000 430.000
LIMITING OXYGEN INDEX 50.000 32.000 30.000 40.000
ALC50 AT 700 C MG/LITER NIP NIB NIP NIP
DELTA HEAT 1.0 u/CM2 MID NIP NIP NID
2.5	 I1/CM2 N/D N/11 NIB NID
5.0 N/CO2 NIP NID N/D NID
(:`HAR
	
YIELD NID NID NID 0/11
ODOT AT
	
1.0 O/CM2 0/0 NIB NID N/D
2.5 u/CM2 NID NIB NIB NID
5.0 11/CM2 NIP NID NIB NIB
FAR 25.853 NIP NIP NID NID
CO AT	 1.0 N/CM2 N/D NIB NIB NID
2.5 U/CM2 N/D NIP NID NID
5.0 Y/CO2 NIP NID NID N/D
MECHANICAL I PHYSICAL
TENSILE STRENGTH	 (PSI) 5400.000 8000.000 11000.000 9509.000
(ENSILE STRENGTH	 (MPA) 37.200 55.200 75.800 6;.400
ELONGATION X OF R.T. X10.000 30.000 NIB 1.500
FLEXURAL STRENGTH	 (PSI) 10000.000 12000.000 16000.000 13000.000
FLEXURAL STRENGTH	 (MPA) 68.900 82.700 113.000 88.600
SPECIFIC GRAVITY 1.570 1.230 1.370 1.300
IMPACT STRENGTH,	 NOTCHED IZOD 6.600 2.000 1.600 1.200
IMPACT	 STRENGf1.1,	 N	 M/M: 352.000 107.000 85.400 64.200
MOD OF ELASTICITY 	 (K PSI) 300.000 300.000 350.000 500.000
MOD OF ELASTICITY	 (MPA) 2070.000 2070.000 2415400 3550.000
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (PSI) N/D NID NID NID
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH (MPA) NID N/D NID NID
WEIGHT NID NIB NID N/D
OTHER
ULTRAVIOLET FA K-O-METFR (1 HR) 60.000 60.000 50.000 50.000
SURFACE BONDINGACCEPTANCE 	 180 10.000 10.000 POOR NID
SURFACE BONDING ACCEPTANCE,	 NI" 1751.000 1751.000 NID N/D
SOIL A CLEANER RESISTANCE EXCELLENT FAIR FAIR EXCELLENT
COST RATING 1.1300 1.000 4.000 2.500
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V.	 REVIEW OF BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE COMPANY'S REPORT
ENTITLED "DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT LAVATORY COMPARTMENTS
WITH IMPROVED FIRE RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS - PHASE II
SANDWICH PANEL RESIN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT" (FEB 1979)
Included in this section is a discussion of the
"'weighted average" technique utilized in the Boeing
report to relate individual material performance
properties to the tetAl panel system performance. A
critique of this technique is provided and other
models or techniques suggested that may be more
appropriate to the situtation.
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REVIEW OF BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE COMPANY'S REPORT ENTITLED
"DEVELOPMENT OF AIRCRAFT LAVATORY COMPARTMENTS WITH IMPROVED
FIRE RESISTANCE. CHARACTERISTICS - PHA-qE I1 - SANDWICH PANEL
RESIN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT" (FEB 1979):
COMMENTS ON THE "WEIGHTED AVERAGE" TECHNI UE USED TO RELATE INDIVIDUAL
MATERIAL PERFORMANCE PROPERTIES TO THE TOTAL PANEL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
The comments here refer to the procedure used to rank the benefits of various
composite materials in Boeing's Lavatory Panel Study. The document (p, 23)
suggests that the face sheet, adhesive ply, and honeycomb core materials were
based on an ad hoc ranking procedure, which, it can be assumed was a
"weighted average". A similar ranking procedure was used to select a foam-
filled core. All rankings were based on test of individual constituents
(e.g.,, face sheet, adhesive ply, honeycomb core, and foam). These rankings
were uaed in the selection of the individual pieces that make up a composite
material, and that 13 such composites (or systems) were ultimately formed
and tested. Finally, these 13 systems were ranked using another "weighted
average" technique, or lineal; additive utility model.
A linear additive utility model has the following form:
M
U (X i ) =	
ajxia
where,
U	 = utility or benefit of a system with properties X




the importance or contribution of attribute 3 to the utility of a
sys teen
xij = quantitative amount of attribute j possessed by system i
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a





Pij = value of physical attribute j of system i
In the subject report it •'s assumed that the P ij 's were obtained from tests
performed in Task 5 and the aj 's were solicited from expert opinion.
I. CRITIQUE OF LINEAR ADDITIVE UTILITY MODEL
The Linear additive model (LAUM) is a simple form that most people
can relate to and is cognitively pleasing. From the test data presented
in the tables, however, there is no compelling reason to suppose that the
test measures are related to each other by a linear transformation. All
one should really hope to do is find a monotonic (i.e:, non-decreasing or
non-increasing) relationship between the controllable physic&l scale (test
data) and the relevant psychological variable (the subjective value of a
system having that test data). There are major assumptions which support
the use of a LAUM and often the assumptions are not satisfied:
1.	 Factors are valuewise independent or that the utility of
the whole equals the sum of utilities of its parts.
Consider an example.
Let U(X,)	 40, U(X 2 ) - 30, U(X 3 ) = 20
The expert o° decision maker should perfer using system 1
to any combination of systems 2 and 3 in aircraft use.
This is acutally a test of any utility model. But this
becomes a particular problem with LAUM because its use may
suggest:
U(smoke emission) > U(LOI) + U(toxicity)
Some system may burn with little 02 (it generates its own)
and gives off cyanide gas but with no smoke. That is, un-
acceptable values of one or more attributes can be compen-
sated by increases in the value of another. This should
not be acceptable. Boeing, the author of the study,
recognizes this limitation on p. 60.
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2. The use of the LAUM requires consistent value judgments about
the levels of any one factor when the levels of all other
factors are held fixed and the judgments must not depend on
the particular fixed levels of the other factors. For example,
the noise level of an airport may be acceptable if the airport
is far removed from a residential level, It may be unacceptable
if it is adjacent to a residential area.
3. The attributes should be independent measures or contributors
to utility, looking at the data in Tables 81 and 82 suggest
that attributes 2-4 are highly intercorretated, so too with
attributes 6-9 and 10-12. This will cause a hidden weighting
factor to enter into the total utility, For example, even if
the weighting were equal, one unit of smoke emission decrease
would be 3 times as important as one unit of LOI decrease since
smoke emission is essentially entered three times (attributes
2»4) and LOI is entered only once. If one were to construct a
covariance matrix of the attribute data and then factor analyze
it to determine independent (or nearly so) attributes, it could
be shown that the same conclusions could be reached by measuringfewer parameters. For example, the data ma show that smoke
emission always occurs with heat release, say. If so, measure
only one of these attributes especially the cheaper one.
11. OTHER MODELS OR APPROACHES
Ranking procedures ought to involve more subjective input. The
LAUM ought to be modified to;
m





,j (x i,j )
and
yij = satisfaction with or utility of system 'i having value xij
uj = utility or psychometric function
For example, it seems reasonable that LOI's from 50 on, say, are equally
beneficial, or nearly so. But when an LOI of 21 is approched, the
penalty ought to be asymptotic. It can be suggested that u(LOI) ought to
be a hyperbola rather than a straight line. In any event, some experts
ought to be polled (and there are numerous procedures for doing this) to
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determine the utility (,or disutility) of various values of an attribute,
Furthermore, the experts ought to be pulled in for overall ranking of the
composites. In this way better information can be obtained for the
attribute weights (aj's),
III. CONJUNCTIVE MODEL
A conjunctive model is one in which the utility is evaluated on the
least relevant attribute, For example, an individual must have every
vital organ functioning above a certain level for sustained life. Life or
death depends upon one's worst vital organ. A parabolic conjunctive model
is'
U(X)	 xjaj
The highest utility occurs when there are equal amounts of the attributes xj,
This model has the particular property that a low score on any attribute
will severely penalize the utility evaluation. This model would be suited
to ranking the composite systems, since one- may have certain minimum
standards on the value of attributes, less than which one is unwilling to
accept. furthermore, the cost of a false positive (Type II error) in this
situation would be expected to be high, i.e., choosing a composite for air-
craft use that turned out to be a fire safety hazard. As before the xj's
could be replaced by their subjective equivalent yj 's and the aj 's could
be derived from an analysis of subjective rankings made of the composites
by an expert.
IV, CONFIGURAL MODEL.
When attributes interact and the utility of the value of one
attribute depends upon the value of another, a configural model has often
been used to successfully model such interactions. A common form of the
model is:
UM j a 	 xj xj * j k>j bik xj xk j k>j 14 cjk xj xk x 1	... + e	 x j
which is a generalization of the LAUM. There are well-defined procedures
for determining the a's, b's, c's, etc., which are interrelated. This
technique was actually used to locate airports around Mexico City by a




Conjoing analysis is a relatively new concept that has been used
mostly in academia. But it is particularly well-suited to problems
where the;
• response variabl a- (utility) is often expressed in a judgmental
form
• decision choices (stimuli) are multi-attribute in nature
researcher 1s often igMarant of not only the partial contribution
that each attribute level of the stimulus makes to the total
psychological response (subjective W31 ity) but also the
appropriate 'objective" scales by which the attributes themselves
are to be measures (e.g., color of a composite)
Complex, judgmental responses to multi-attribute stimuli can sometimes be
decomposed into partial contributions that are psychophysical (i.e.,
related to physical or other objective changes in a set of control variables.
The technique is concerned with determining the separate psychological
contributions of a set of independent variables to the ordering (wanking,
or mere categorization) of a dependent variable. These partial contributions
and the dependent variable (utility) can be conjointly (simultaneously)
measured at the level of separate interval scales with common unit even
though the responsible variable is (originally) non-numerical.
For example, the expert judge would be required to only rank the
utility of composites X 1 , X21 . . . , Xn where each composite is represented
by a set of m attributes with specific values (x 11 1 x 12'	 . . ' xlm). If
x ij is a continuous variable (e.g., LOI) then a set of discrete values would
h&ve to be chosen which was representative of the attribute range. The
number of Vle discrete values should be small as well as the total number of
attributes m. If every attribute had 2 possible values, there would be
2m possible combinations of attributes or 2m composites. For modest values
of m the ranking task would become monumental. Lven if the number of
possible combinations is large, not every one need be presented to the
judge; a Latin Square sampling design could be used to select a much
smaller subset for ranking purposes without much loss of information.
Any reasonable functional form can be used for the utility function U(X).
The net result of a conjoint analysis would not only obtain numerical
values for the U(X) which are,consistent with the rankings given by the








variable would also be determined. All of these great things could be
accomplished by using only ranking data provided by an expert.
V. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS
The conjunctive model would be useful if the FAA wants to set a
minimum standard for use of acceptable composites in aircraft. Of course
it would be simpler if they would just set minimum acceptable levels of
each important attribute.
The Boeing study determined the utility of composite materials using
physical properties as attributes determined from actual testing. The
testing of the composite constituents (e.g., face sheet, adhesive ply,
etc.) was only to prepare data for use in selecting which constituents
to join to form composites.
It might be beneficial to perform research to enable one to determine
the physical properties of the composite by knowing the physical
pr°nerties of the constituents.	 fit,
There seem to be some crude attempts at this (e.g., A l
 on p. 48,
A8 and A9 on p. 52), but no real logical approach. There would be
tremendous merit to working and solving this problem: If there are m
different face sheets, n adhesive plys, p honeycomb cores, and q core
fours, the results from m + n + p + q tests could be used to predict the
performance of m x n x p x q composites. If m= n = p = q = 3, 12 tests
f 81
would cover 81 composites. The savings would be tremendous in terms of
testing time, money, personnel, opportunity cost for the testing
apparatus, not to mention the co:, t to fabricate the composite samples.
Perhaps with a little thought on the functional form for a "utility
function", e.g.,
LOI (composite)	 f CLOI (face sheet), LOI (adhesive ply), LOI
(honeycomb core), LOI (core foam)]
conjoint analysis could be used to work the problem. This technique
would be especially beneficial since one would most likely riot know
the partial contributions of each of the constituents.
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